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Abstract. A completely regular semimetric space M is con-

structed which has no ir-discrete network. The space M constructed

has the property that every subset of M of cardinality 2^o contains

a limit point of itself; thus, assuming 2^o = Xi, M is Lindelöf. It is

also shown from the same space M that, assuming 2^o = fr$i, there

exists a regular Lindelöf semimetric space X such that XXX is not

normal (hence not Lindelöf).

A. V. Arhangel'skil asks the following question [l, p. 131]: Does

every symmetric space have a cr-discrete network? R. W. Heath

asks in [3]: Does every regular Lindelöf semimetric space have a

countable network? In this paper Arhangel'skiï's question is answered

negatively by the construction of a completely regular semimetric

(hence symmetric) space M which has no cr-discrete network. In

that same space M, every subset of cardinality 2^° contains a limit

point of itself, so that, assuming the continuum hypothesis, M would

be Lindelöf. Thus, subject to the continuum hypothesis, Heath's

question is also answered negatively. Finally it is shown from the

same space M that, assuming the continuum hypothesis, there exists

a regular Lindelöf semimetric space X such that XxX is not Lin-

delöf—in fact not even normal.

A collection of subsets ft of a topological space X is said to be a

network for X if, given an open set U containing a point x, there exists

vl £ft such that xÇzA Ç U. A network Ö is a cr-discrete network if ft is

the countable union of discrete collections. A topological space X is

said to be a semimetric space if there exists a real valued, nonnegative,

symmetric function d on XXX such that:

a. d(x, y) ==0 iñx = y,

b. xGliffglb{cf(x,y)|ye^}=0.
Let I denote the unit interval. Let A= {(x, x)|x£/}. If A is a set,

let card A denote the cardinality of A. Let T denote the first ordinal

such that card {a \ a an ordinal, a <T} = 2^°.

Theorem 1. There is a completely regular semimetric (hence sym-

metric) space M such that (i) M has no cr-discrete network, (ii) every
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subset of M of cardinality 2^° contains a limit point of itself so that, if

¡Ay = 2\ M is Lindelöf.

Theorem 2. If Ni = 21<°, then there is a regular Lindelöf semimetric

space X such that XXX is not normal (hence not Lindelöf).

Lemma. There exists a subset V of I such that :

1. If U is an open subset of I, then card(l/r\ V) =2"V

2. There exists no pair f and D such that:

(i) DÇZV and card D = 2*>,

(ii) fi.D->V,
(iii) either f is strictly increasing and {(x, /(x))|x£Z?} is bounded

away from A, or f is strictly decreasing.

Proof of Lemma. Let C denote the set of all closed subsets of /.

If i4£e, let 3(A) denote the set of all monotone functions from A

into / such that point-inverses are at most countable. Let

$~>\J{&(A)\A£g}.

It is easily shown that card(Ei) =2N». Let 'M denote the set of all

open subsets of I. Let 1t= {caa:«<r} and ff= {fa:a<T} be well-

orderings of It and if, recalling that T is the first ordinal of car-

dinal 2N°. Define a set V as follows. Select a point xi from

Uy. For each ß, 1 <ß <T, such that x„ is defined for all a <ß, pick Xß to

be some point of Uß such that

Xß€[U{faLM\ CX^ß,T<ß)V){xT\T<ß\\j{fa(XT)\ aZ%ß,T<ß}].

Let F= {xa|a<r}. The proof that F satisfies condition 1 is obvious.

To see that condition 2 is satisfied, suppose not; then there exists a

pair / and D satisfying 2(i), 2(ii), and 2(iii). Assume / is strictly

decreasing (the argument is similar if / is strictly increasing and

{(x,/(x))|x£T>} is bounded away from A). Extend/ to D (call the

extension/) as follows: if /££>, then

/(0=/(0 if*€A
=    lub   fix)    if t is a limit point of D from above and / £ D,

x>l;xED

=    gib   f(x)    if t is not a limit point of D from above and t £ D.
x<t;xED

It is easily checked that/£3r. Therefore, for some ordinal a,/ =fa. Now

/„ has the property that there exists at most one xe in D such that

fa(x$) =xe (in the case of fa strictly increasing etc., {(x, /(x)) | x£D}

being bounded away from A guarantees for every 6, 6<T,fa(xe) 9*-xè).
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Now there exist xy, XßG.D such that y, /3>max{0, a}, y^ß, and

fa(xy) =Xß. For if not, then/a is a one-to-one correspondence between

{xT|r>max(0, a)} and {xT|T^max(0, a) }, which is a contradiction

since card[{xT|T>max(0, a)} ]>card[{xr|r ^max(0, a)} ]. Thus, let

Xy, Xß be two such points. If y <ß, then we have a contradiction to the

definition of V. If y>ß, as xyE:fZ1(xp), we also have a contradiction

to the definition of V. Thus, the proof is complete.

Proof of Theorem 1. Let V be as in the Lemma. Choose M to be

a subset of VX V—A such that: (1) if U is open in IXI, then

card(rynM) is 2^°, and (2) if LIi and LT2 denote the two projec-

tion functions on VX V into V, then for each w6M, Iíi(m)(¡.

Tli(M— {m)), i = l, 2. Let d denote the usual Euclidean metric of

IXI. Define d* on MX M as follows: if (a, b), (c, d)EM, then

d*[(a, b), (c, d)] = d[(a, b), (c, d)]   if a í¡ c and b ^ dox a ^ c and b 2ï d

= 1 if a < c and b > d or a > c and b < d.

It is easily shown that d* generates a completely regular semimetric

topology on M (denoted by M(d*)) with semimetric d* by defining:

A is closed in M iff A~D {xE:M\d*(x, A) =0}. We now show that M

(with the M(d*) topology) has the property that every subset A oí

cardinality 2S° has a limit point in A. Let A be a subset of M such

that card A is 2Xo. Suppose ^4 is discrete in itself. Then there exists

a subset A' oî A such that card A' = 2Ho and a positive number ¿>

such that (c, d), (a, b) G A ' implies d* [(a, b), (c, d) ] > 5. Let (p, q) EA '

such that for each Euclidean disk S about (p, q), card(Si^A') =2**°.

Let 5 be a Euclidean disk of radius less than 8/2 about (p, q). Ii

(a, b), (c, d)ESr^A' and a<c, then b>d. For if not, then a<c and

b<d implies d*[(a, b), (c, d)]=d[(a, b), (c, d)]<ô, a contradiction.

Note Sr\A' is a strictly decreasing function on Ilx(Sr^A') into V and

card [LIi(50^4')] =2Xo, a contradiction to the definition of V. Hence

part (ii) of Theorem 1 is true. We now show that M has no cr-discrete

network. Suppose it does, say ft where ft = U {Bi\i = l, 2, • ■ • }. By

part (ii) of Theorem 1, card _8¿<2N°, hence card ft<2t<0. Let N(x, y)

denote the d* sphere of radius ^ about (x, y). There exist a subset

M1 of M and an A in ft such that card(AP) =2N° and (a, b) E.M1 im-

plies (a,b)EAQ N(a, b). Let (p, q) G M1 such that, if 5 is a Euclidean

disk about (p, q), then card(SnM») =2No. Let S be a Euclidean disk

of radius r about (p, q) such that 0<r<min{|, id[(p, q), A]}. Let

(a, b), (c, d)ESi^MK If a<c, then b<d. For if not, there exists

points (a, b) and (c, d) in SC\Ml such that a<c and b>d. Then

(c, d)(£N{a, b), but (c, d) E:A QN(a, b) which is a contradiction. Thus
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SÎ^M1 is a strictly increasing function on Ü^SPiM"1) into F such that

d[SC\M\ A]>0 and card U.y(Sr\M1)=2«<>, which is a contradiction

to the definition of V. Hence M (with the M(d*) topology) has no

(7-discrete network.

Proof of Theorem 2. Define d' on MXM by

d'[(a, b), (c, d)] = d[(a, b), (c, d)\    if a z% c and b Sr. d or a 2ï c and b ^ d,

= 1 iîa < c and b > dor a> c and b < d.

Then, again, we have a regular Lindelöf semimetric space (with semi-

metric d') which has no countable network (similar arguments as in

the proof of Theorem 1). Denote the d' semimetric topology by

M(d'). Let Xy (respectively X2) denote M with the M(d*) (respec-

tively M(d')) topology. Let X be the free union [2] of Xy and X2

(i.e., X={(i, z):zE:M, i = l, 2} with the topology generated by

{ {i} XU: U is open in Xit » = 1, 2}). Then X is a regular Lindelöf

semimetric space which has no countable network and XXX is not

normal. To see XXX is not normal (and hence not Lindelöf), con-

sider the set R= {((1, z), (2, z)):z£ikf} which is a subset of XXX.

It is easily shown that R is closed in XXX. We now show that R is

discrete in itself. Let z£Af. Let ((1, z), (2, z))E.R- Let Si denote the

d* semimetric sphere of radius \ about z, S2 denote the d' semimetric

sphere of radius \ about z, S{= {l} XSi, and S2 = {2} X52. Let z

= (x, y). Suppose ((1, c), (2, c))<ERr\(S[XS'2). If c = (a, b), then a

£jx and bSy or a Six and b^y as (1, c)£S¡. Similarly az%x and

y zib or a^x and y^b as (1, c)(E.S'2. Hence a=x and b=y. Therefore

Rr\(S'yXS'2) = {((l,z), (2,z))} and R is discrete in itself. Note XXX

is separable. Thus, by Theorem lof [4 ], X X X is not normal.
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